populations. MSAP technique does not require a sequenced reference genome and 23 provides many anonymous loci randomly distributed over the genome for which the 24 methylation status can be ascertained. Scoring of MSAP data, however, is not 25 straightforward and efforts are still required to standardize this step to make use of 26 the potential to distinguish between methylation at different nucleotide contexts. (Table S1 ). We used MseI instead of the most commonly used EcoRI 201 mainly because it provided better repeatability in our study species (Medrano et al. replicated for all primer combinations, genotyping error rates were computed 224 separately for each fragment, and estimated as the ratio of the number of 225 discordances to the number of samples scored twice (Table S1 ). Before purging the 226 mean error rate across loci was 10.7 % and the median was 8.8 % (N = 287). A 227 conservative purging was adopted. Only the fragments with error rates equal or lower 228 than the median of the error distribution for the whole set of fragments were retained 229 (N = 155), and mean genotyping error rates were then determined separately for each 230 primer combination (see Medrano et al. 2014 , for details). The retained loci exhibited 231 an average genotyping error rate of 3.7 % and 125 out of 155 loci were methylation-232 susceptible (Table S1) . 
315

Literature survey 316
Cytosine methylation estimates based on enzymatic and chromatographic methods 317 were gathered for 16 species and consistently confirmed DNA cytosine methylation in 318 these plants (Table 1) . HPLC estimates of percentage of total cytosines in DNA that 319 were methylated varied between 4.6 and 40 % (Table 1) . At intraspecific level, 320 qualitative estimates of cytosine methylation by enzymatic methods largely agreed 321 with HPLC quantitative global estimates. However, in the few cases where HPLC and 322 quantitative reports of MSAP were simultaneously available, including the present 323 study (see below), methylation at the specific restriction sites probed was always 324 considerably higher than indicated by the global HPLC estimate (Table 1) . Depending 325 on species, methylation varied widely among the cytosine contexts assayed (Table 1) . 326
In particular, Helleborus foetidus and Lycopersicon esculentum showed higher 327 methylation at CHG positions, Gossypium hirsutum, G. barbadense and Brassica 328 oleracea at CG positions, and Arabidopsis thaliana exhibited similar methylation 329 percentages in the two nucleotide contexts considered.
Regarding plant methylation responses to environmental stress, we gathered 331 49 study cases involving 18 species and different stress treatments, including heavy 332 metals pollution, osmotic regulation, temperature, soil nutrient and light availability, 333 and specific demethylating agents (Table S2) . MSAP confirmed changes in the 334 methylation status of specific cytosine loci (i.e., variability in presence/absence of 335 specific bands) in most cases. In contrast, in 22 % of instances results did not support 336 the hypothesis that stress elicits changes in global methylation of DNA cytosines, and 337 the sign of overall methylation changes varied among studies reporting a global effect 338 (Table 2 ). Some caveats must be explicitly recognized in relation to the heterogeneity 339 of results (Table S2 ). The studies reviewed varied widely regarding (i) band scoring 340 technology (gels vs. capillary sequencers); (ii) number of methylation susceptible loci 341 obtained; and (iii) interpretation of absence/absence (type IV) output. Even with these 342 caveats, a reliable result seems to be that methylation response to stress (increase or 343 decrease) varied across loci and sequence contexts. Its global sign and magnitude 344 changed not only with the specific stress and plant species, but also across subspecies, 345 lines or genotypes, and even between tissues of the same individuals (Table S2) . Table 3 for comparison). In addition, methylation 375 estimates yielded by MSAP scoring methods that treated Condition IV as missing data 376
were not significantly related to genome-wide cytosine methylation estimates from 377 HPLC (Table 3) . Thus, for quantitative interpretation of MSAP, Condition IV loci should 378 be better considered null data, as suggested by Schulz et al. (2013) . 379
Individual estimates based on the number of methylation-susceptible loci in the 380 sample averaged 16.8 % (± 0.1) for internal cytosines, 38.4 % (± 0.3) for hemi-381 methylated external cytosines, and 55.2 % (± 0.3) for their sum, i.e., total methylation. 382
Methylation Scoring (MS = conditions II + III) correlated positively to HPLC estimates 383 across individuals but Internal Cytosine scoring (ICM = condition II) did not (Table 3) . 384
Filtering loci by scoring error reduced the magnitude of correlation between the two 385 methods, but the changes were similar to those obtained by randomly decreasing the 386 number of loci to half (P > 0.05 in all correlations after 10000 randomizations), andhence cannot be attributed to quality filtering but rather to the reduction in number of 388 loci. 389
Prevalence of this positive relationship between HPLC global cytosine 390 methylation and some quantitative estimate based on MSAP results should be 391 ascertained by replicating the study in more cases. Here, we explored the predictive 392 accuracy of the relationship between HPLC and MS method across populations, and 393 found that HPLC methylation score was not similarly related to MS across populations 394 (F 9,180 = 2.74, P = 0.0051; for the population * MS interaction). Remarkably, not only 395 the significance but also the sign of the relationship varied across sites (Fig. 1) . 396 
